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Prefer a 
            video?



1 Double Sided Game Board

38 Coins
(Head symbol denotes a value of 1
Owl symbol denotes a value of 5)

1 Hourglass
minature

24 School Tokens
(6 Colours)

54 Following Cubes
(6 Colours)

18 Wisdom
Cards

12 Game Reference
Cards

22 Moirai
Cards

(One double-sided)

96 Argument Cards
(54 Sophistry and 40 Syllogism)

19 Oracle Cards 
(6 Delphi, 6 Dodona 
and 7 Trophonius)

6 Olympic Request 
Cards 

18 Debate Winning
Tokens 

12 Athena 
Offering Disks 

18 Labyrinth
  Tokens (12 Regular
and 6 Numbered) 

6 Study
  Tokens 

24 Builder
 Tokens 

19 Sophist
 Tokens 

6 Individual
Player Boards 

27 Location Tokens
(7 black, 7 yellow, 6 blue, 4 red and 3 green) 

6 Miniatures of Ancient Greek Thinkers

*Final components may differ from those shown3



Grey boxes provide little bits of information on 
how the game was designed and/or its 
relationship to Ancient Greek history. These 
boxes are not recommended for use if you want 
to get started playing as fast as possible.
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Instructions
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3 player setup.



Special Actions

Tutor (Standard Action)

Standard Actions

= +

Ali’s 
School

Location 
Bonus

Moving

Actions
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8. Study (available in temples only)

9. Collect Oracle Card 
(available in Oracles Only)

Acropolis Actions

10. Observe the Debaters

11. Progress the Timeline

1212. Give Offering to Athena

13. Initiate a Public Debate



Continued from the previous page. 

You may take your turn to generate support for your ideas in your area of the map. To 
do this, take a follower cube from your player board and place it in your location. There 
is no cost for this action, however you may only do this on locations where you do not 
already have a follower. You also must have a follower cube available on your player 
board. 

ExampleExample:
Caro moves to Ithica which already has one of Ali’s follower cubes on it. Caro takes the 
create a following action and places one of the available follower cubes from her player 
board onto this location. In future turns she cannot place any more follower cubes 
onto this location.

IfIf you want to build schools you will need a builder to do so. To get one, you take the 
hire a builder action. Pay 2 coins to take a builder token from the general supply. You 
may only ever have a maximum of 4 of these tokens.

Ali’s 
Follower 
Cube

Caro’s 
Follower 
Cube

Caro’s New 
School

Four schools start on your player board 
in this area. When you have built all four 
schools you are eligible to collect a 
Labyrinth Token on a future turn.

Create a Following (Standard Action)
Build a School (Standard Action)

=
Hire a Builder (Standard Action)

Famous Ancient Greek Philosophers would often build their own 
schools. Some famous examples were,  Plato’s Academy, Aristotle’s 
Lyceum and the Garden of Epicurus.

Historical Note



Sophists were professional public speakers in Ancient Greece. They 
would use their oratory and rhetorical skills to win arguments. They 
could be hired to argue any side of any case. As such, the term 
Sophistry has come to mean the use of clever but false arguments. 
Socrates was famous for seeking out Sophists and picking holes in 
their ideas. 

Historical Note

In Greek Mythology the Labyrinth was an elaborate and cunning maze, 
made to house the terrible Minotaur. Its creator, Daedalus, was said to 
have made it so well he could barely escape himself. It was said to 
have been built in Knossos for King Minos. The Labyrinth is said to 
symbolise a meandering but purposeful path towards our goals and so 
is an appropriate metaphor for this game!

Historical Note

Sophists are professional debaters who will use their knowledge to convert other 
players followers to your own teachings. To hire a Sophist, pay 1 coin to take a Sophist 
token from the general supply. If there are no Sophists available in the general supply 
then you may not take this action (they are all busy!).

LLet your Sophist loose in your current location! Pay 1 Sophist token to the general 
supply and you may take a follower cube of your choice from the location you are in 
and replace it with one of your own. The opponent’s follower cube will go back on their 
player board. You may only perform this action if there are other players’ follower 
cubes on your current location.

Example:
CCaro has moved to a location, the Oracle of Delphi, which has one of Ali’s follower 
cubes on it. As her action this turn, she pays a Sophist token to the general supply to 
put that following cube back onto Ali’s player board and then Caro replaces it with one 
of her own from her player board.

Hire a Sophist (Standard Action)

Use a Sophist (Standard Action)

=
Collect Labyrinth Token (Standard Action)

You can get more information on the 
Labyrinth Token Victory Conditions
on your reference card and on Page 12

of this Guidebook.

Labyrinth Tokens come in Regular and Numbered form. 
For the first two Labyrinth Tokens you earn, you collect 
Regular Labyrinth Tokens. For the third, you collect the 
lowest available Numbered Labyrinth Token, to mark the
order players finished. This is important for the final debate.

Caro’s follower cube (Purple)
replaces Ali’s (Natural Wood).
Ali’s follower cube goes back 

to her player board.

Follower cubes start in this 
area of your player board. 
When you have placed all 
nine, you are eligible to 
collect a Labyrinth Token on a 
future turn. 

Player boards like this one will keep 
track of several important things 
during the game. You can see how 
many follower cubes and schools you 
still need to place onto the main game
board to collect Labyrinth Tokens.
YYou also keep your location tiles and
debate winning tokens on this board.
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Historical Note

Collect an Oracle Card (Special Action, Oracles)

=

=
Wisdom cards dependent on chosen character

OR

Most of the 
Oracle cards 
will have a 
brief blurb and 
an icon to    
explain the 
card’s unique 
powpower.

The Oracle of 
Trophonius has 
many take that 
style cards 
which can 
hinder your 
opponent’s 
progressprogress.

This card is an 
argument card that argument card that 
beats all Sophistry 
and Syllogism Cards. 
It should be treated 
the same as a 
normal Argument 
card and discarded 
bacback to the box after 
it is used.

There are three 
Favours of the 
Oracle cards, 
one in each 
Oracle deck. If 
you collect all 
three of them 
thenthen you are 
eligible for a 
Labyrinth 
Token.

This card allows 
you to cancel 
the effect of an 
Oracle card 
played by 
another plaanother player. 
It must be 
played 
immediately 
after the card 
you want to 
cancel.

Oracle of Delphi 
Card Back

Oracle of Dodona
Card Back

Oracle of Trophonius
Card Back

Study (Special Action, Temple)
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Observe the Debaters (Acropolis Action)

Progress the Timeline (Acropolis Action)
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Athena Offering (Acropolis Action)

=

=

+ OR



Take this action to prove your ideas superior to those of your opponents. When taking 
the public debate action, you must choose one opponent to argue with. They cannot 
refuse the challenge. You will then start the debate which works as follows:

First, the player who initiated the debate must play one Sophistry or Syllogism card 
face up. The challenged player then has two options; play a card of their own or, end 
the debate.

IfIf they play a card of their own then the players must look to see if it beats the card 
played initially (indicated at the top of both of the cards). The player that wins this 
round takes both cards face up into a temporary discard pile next to their player 
board. 

TheThe challenged player then has the option to play a card or end the debate. If they 
play a card, the process above repeats with the player commencing the debate 
playing a card of their choice and both players checking to see who won that round 
and taking the cards accordingly. This process continues with debating players 
switching who goes first in each round. When both players have decided not to play 
any more cards, the debate is over. The player with the most cards in their temporary 
discard pile is the winner, they take a debate winning token and place it on their 
plaplayer board. If the debate ends with both players having an equal amount of cards 
in their temporary discard pile, then the player who initiated the debate is declared 
the winner. After the debate, all used cards are shuffled back into their respective 
Sophistry and Syllogism decks. Oracle cards used in the debate go back to the box.

Initiate Public Debate (Acropolis Action) Example of a Public Debate 
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Caro moves to the public debate action location in the Acropolis. She challenges Ali to a 
public debate. As Caro started the debate, she will play a card first. She starts with a Modus 
Ponens Syllogism card which she places face up between them. Ali sees that she has a 
Destructive Dilemma that beats this so she plays this into the center. 

This means that Ali wins this round so she collects both the cards and creates a temporary 
discard pile. The number of cards in these piles determines the winner.

TheThe starting player alternates from round to round, so Ali will now go first. She only has one 
card left so she plays a Sophistry card. Caro has three Sophistry cards remaining so she plays 
one of these. Both cards are equal so the round is a draw and the competitors take a card 
each into their temporary discard piles.
 

Caro is first again, so she plays one of her Sophist cards. Ali now does not have any cards so 
she must pass. 

CCaro now has won this round so she will get to place the card she played into her own 
temporary discard pile. However, as she still has argument cards left, and Ali has passed, she 
can play as many of her remaining cards as she wishes directly into her temporary discard 
pile. Seeing that Ali has three cards in her temporary discard pile and she has one plus the 
card she just won, she decides to play both of her cards into her temporary discard pile.

TheThe debate is over and Caro and Ali will count the number of argument cards in their 
temporary discard piles, Caro with four is deemed the winner. She takes a debate winning 
token from the general supply and places it onto her player board as a reward. If she gains 
three of these then she is eligible to perform the collect a Labyrinth Token action on a future 
turn. All cards in both players’ temporary discard piles are shuffled back into the Syllogism 
and Sophistry decks. 

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card (2nd)

Caro’s Played
 Card (1st)

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card

Caro’s Played
Card

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Each Sophistry card
contains a brief 

description of the logical
fallacy it references. 

Each Syllogism card contains 
a brief description of the 
propositional logic rule it 

references. 

The center of the 
argument cards 
contain the card’s 
name, its colour 
and its symbol.

Syllogism cards beat all Sophistry 
cards and some Syllogism cards. 
However, they lose to some other 
Syllogism cards. These are all 
referenced at the top of each card.

 

Sophistry cards lose to all Syllogism
cards and tie with other Sophistry
cards. This is referenced in the
same way on all Sophistry cards.

 

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card (1st)

Caro’s Played
Card (2nd)

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card (Pass)

Caro’s Played
Card (1st)

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card

Caro’s Played
Card 

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile (3)

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile (4)



Follower cubes start in this section of your 
player board. When you have placed all 
follower cubes you are eligible to collect a 
Labyrinth Token on a future turn.

Numbered Labyrinth
Token

Regular Labyrinth
Token

Place debate winning tokens onto this 
section of your player board as you 
earn them. When you have three you 
are eligible to collect a Labyrinth 
Token on a future turn.
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Unlock your three 
unique wisdom 
cards to be 
eligible for a 
Labyrinth Token.
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The names for the argument cards are all in Latin. However, Latin was not widely 
spoken in Ancient Greece! We chose not to translate them into Ancient Greek for two 
reasons. Firsly,  these are the correct terms used today and we don’t want the game 
to teach players incorrect terms. Secondly, despite the huge influence of the Greeks 
on rhetoric, these terms often originated with the Romans so to change them would 
be histroically inaccurate.

Design Note

The Final Public Debate

Ali’s Hand
(Hidden)

Rosa’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Played
Card (2nd)

Rosa’s Played
Card (1st) 

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Rosa’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Hand
(Hidden)

Ali’s Hand
(0)

Caro’s Played
Card (2nd)

Ali’s Played
Card (1st) 

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Ali’s Temporary
Discard Pile (2)

Rosa’s Hand
(Hidden)

Caro’s Hand
(0)

Rosa’s Played
Card (2nd)

Caro’s Played
Card (1st) 

Rosa’s Temporary
Discard Pile

Caro’s Temporary
Discard Pile (2)

Ali’s Temporary Discard Pile (2)
and Numbered Labyrinth Token (2) 

Rosa’s Temporary Discard Pile (2)
and Numbered Labyrinth Token (3) 

Caro’s Temporary Discard Pile (2)
and Numbered Labyrinth Token (1) 

Example of a Final Debate



Whilst it is not required, a basic knowledge of Propositional 
Logic and Common Logical Fallacies will help you with this 
variant. The game is designed to start to teach you these if 
you pay attention to the argument cards.

  Design Note
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True Philosopher Variant



The information in the 
lower right corner of the
Sophistry cards is used 
for Athena offering 
auctions.

The Moirai were the Fates. These three Godesses controlled the life and destiny of 
everyone. They were named Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos. The Greeks used the 
analogy of spinning, measuring and cutting thread to represent birth, life and death.
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Historical Note
Historical Note

Setup and How to Play

Important Differences



Players special abilities often allow you to break one of the 
rules the game. This helps increase replayability as you have 
six different character experiences available and helps you 
remember the rule being broken!

Design Note

This bust of Plato is a Roman copy of the 
Greek original and was discovered in         
Herculaneum. It may have been mislabelled 
as Plato and could actually be the God 
Dionysus or even Poseidon but we liked it 
so much we decided to use it anyway!

Given the well-defined musculature of
this bust it is most probably a bust of 
the demi-god Hercules. That being said, 
the beauty of the sculpture and its 
melancholic pose work perfectly with 
the philosophy of Heraclitus. 
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A quick reference guide to each of the 
symbols used in Philosophia, including 
the page numbers for further details.
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Copyright © 2019 Joseph Adams - All rights Reserved

Game Design by Madeleine Cole and Joseph Adams

Graphic Design by Joseph Adams
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